Abstract
Introduction
Attribute-based signature (ABS) system is a cryptographic system that is employed in environments where the users roles depend on the possess attributes combination. In such systems, one or more attribute authorities are obtained by users multiple attributes with user's capabilities in accessing resources based on inherent attributes. The cryptographic system authentication of signature does not rely on individual identity that signs a message, rather it is about the attributes the signer obtained from an attributes authority. Unlike in traditional cryptography where the intended recipient or signer's identity is clearly known, in an attribute based systems users need only specify the attributes or identities of the recipients or the signer in form of a predicate that is to be satisfied. This feature enables secure data sharing even in a decentralized setting, providing both fine-grained control on access and some degree of anonymity for the participants.
Anonymity means that no one can tell who generates the signature among the users with the attribute sets A, even if many signatures from the same signature using the same subset of attributes are provided.
Attribute-based signature offers an unforge-ability guarantee for the verifier, that the signature was produce by a single party whose attributes satisfy a certain predicate or policy being made; unforgeability means that no one can forge the signature with the attribute sets without being issued the certificate for the attribute sets. Besides these two semantics, another important property of it is called collusion resistance which means that different parties are not allowed to pool together their attributes to sign a message without the satisfaction of the two. For instance, if two or more users possessing different keys combine to decrypt the cipher text, they will be successful if and only one of the users could have decrypted it individually. This feature enables secure data sharing even in a decentralized setting, providing both fine-grained control on access and some degree of anonymity for the participants.
In Meneze et al, [5] , cryptography is described as the use of mathematical techniques in relation to information security such as, data integrity, confidentiality non-repudiation and so on. Data integrity is a service, which addresses the authorized alteration of data. While authentication implies entering into communication should be authenticated as to origin, date of origin, time sent, data content and so on. Confidentially is a service attached to the content of information from all but those authorized. Non-repudiation is a service, which prevents an entity from denying previous commitments or actions. When disputes arise due to an entity denying that certain actions were taken, a means to resolve the situation is necessary.
Most algorithms undergo years of scrutiny by the world's best cryptographers who validate the strength of the algorithm. Publicizing the algorithm, the cryptographers get free consulting from a large number of academic cryptologist who are eager to break the system so that they can publish papers demonstrating their smartness. If many experts have tried to break the algorithm for five years after its publication without success, such algorithm is probably solid [6] .
In public key cryptography, the algorithms are widely known and available; it is the key that is kept secret and provides the required security. The key is analogous to the combination lock. Although the concept of combination lock is well known, you can't open a combination lock easily without knowing the combinations. In addition to this, the more numbers a given combination has the more work must be done to guess the combination. The same is true for cryptographic keys, the more bits that are in a key, the less susceptible a key is being compromised by a third party.
Attacks
One fundamental feature of cryptography is intrusion resulting from attacks on information-based systems. As Simmons [7] perceptively points out, information security is premised on aversion of specific attacks on organizations or individuals across networks. He said communications across networks are susceptible to various attacks from opponent or eavesdropper. These, he remarked depend on situations stimulating such attacks (Simmons) [7] . Stallings emphasized that attacks on the computer system or network security are best characterized by viewing the function of information provided by the computer system. For instance, information flow from file main memory as a source to a destination as well as a user is as shown in Figure 1 : A useful categorization of these attacks is in terms of passive attacks and active attacks as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . This categorization is proposed by Steve Kent [9] . This breakdown is still valid till today and is the basis for most descriptions of security attacks. 
Hash Function
One of the fundamental primitives in modern cryptography is the cryptographic hash function, also called message digests and one encryption, often informally called one-way hash function. Hash functions, are algorithms that, in some sense, use no key. Instead, a fixed-length hash-value is computed based upon the plaintext that makes it possible for plaintext contents or length recovery.
Hash algorithms are characteristically used to offer a digital fingerprint of a file's content. It ensures that file is unaltered by an intruder or virus. Hash functions are also commonly employed by many operating systems to encrypt passwords. Hash functions are sometimes misunderstood and some source claims that no two files can have the same hash value. Strictly speaking, this is not true. Consider a hash function that provides a 128-bit hash value. There are obviously 2^128 possible hash values. But there are lot more than 2^128 possible files. Therefore, there have to be multiple files that can have the same hash value. What is, indeed very hard to do is to try to create a file that has a given hash value so as to force a hash-value collision. Nechvata [10] gave the features of a suitable and cryptographically secure algorithm for a hash function. It must be:
(i) Consistent, that is, the same input must always create the output.
(ii) random or give the appearance of randomness-to prevent guessing of the original message.
(iii) unique; that is, it should be nearly impossible to find two messages that produce the same message digest (iv) one-way; if you are given the output, it must be impossible to ascertain the input message 2.3. Some Existing Signatures 2.3.1. Digital Signature. A digital signature is an electronic identifier that uses cryptography to ensure the integrity, authenticity, and non-repudiation of the information to which it corresponds [11] , [12] , [13] . A digital signature is also described as an encrypted message digest that is appended to a document. It can be used to confirm the identity of the sender and the integrity of the document [14] . Digital signatures are based on a combination of public-key encryption and one-way hash function algorithms. It is paramount to note however, digital signatures do not provide confidentiality of the message contents, but it is frequently more expedient to produce proof of the originator of a message than to conceal the contents of the message. It is possible that you may want authentication and integrity of messages and of routing updates passed in a network code, without confidentiality, as in this case. The routing contents may not be identical, but it is important to verify that the originator of the routing update is a trusted source. In situation where there is no complete trust between sender and receiver, something than authentication is needed (stallings) [8] .
The digital signature is analogous to the handwritten signature. It must have the following properties:
It must be able to verify the author and the date and time of the signature. (ii)
It must be able to authenticate the contents at the same time of the signature.
The signature must be verifiable by third parties, to resolve disputes. Thus, the digital signature function includes the authentication function. A variety of approaches have been proposed for the digital signature function. These approaches fall into two categories: direct and arbitrated. The direct digital signature involves only the communication parties (source and destination). It is assumed that the destination knows the public key of the source. The problem associated with direct digital signatures can be addressed by an arbiter, as with direct signature schemes, there are a variety of arbitrated signature schemes. The arbiter plays a very sensitive and crucial rule in this sort of scheme, and all parties must have a great deal of trust that the arbitration mechanism is working properly. Some common public key digital signature algorithms are rivest-shamir-aleman (rsa) and digital signature standard (dss). Dss was proposed by nist based on the el gamal public key algorithm. Comparing rsa and dss; dss is faster for key generation and has about the same performance for generating signatures but it is slower for signature verification [15] . Another form is the ring signature, this permits the user to sign messages on behalf of a "ring" of legitimate signers without revealing the signer's identity [16] . Practical ring signature schemes are also proposed with threshold [17] , identity-based ring signature [18] , ring signature with signeradmission [19] and proxy ring signature [20] . The first efficient ring signature scheme based on standard assumptions without random oracles was proposed by Shacham and Waters [21] . This is different with the proposed hidden attribute-based signatures. In Subhashini, [22] , it was opined that with the anonymity features of attribute-based signatures becoming more prominent, it seemed natural to incorporate it in ring signatures.
Group Signatures.
Khader [23] proposed a notion called attribute-based group signature. It allows a verifier to request a signature from a member of a group who possesses certain attributes, and the signature can prove certain attributes ownership. When necessary, the identity of the signer could be revealed by a designated manager. For instance, in a group signature, the signature only reveals the fact that the message was endorsed by one of a set of possible signers. It is conceptually useful to think of these primitives as instances of more abstract "claim-and-endorse" primitives. Indeed the privacy property of the claim-and-endorse primitives is similar to that of a zero-knowledge proof. NIZKs have been used in the context of group signature constructions Further, Katz et al, [24] proposed a generic notion called identity-based NIZK that, we observe, can in fact be adopted to be an ABS scheme. However, this generic construction will be very inefficient. We point out that in some cases specialized NIZK proofs have been used as part of efficient schemes like the group signature scheme of which uses the NIZK proofs. Group signatures, introduced by Chaum and Van-Heyst [25] provided anonymity for signers. Any member of the group can sign messages, but the resulting signature keeps the identity of the signer secret. In some systems there is a third party that can trace the signature, or undo its anonymity, using a special trapdoor. Some systems support revocation where group membership can be selectively disabled without affecting the signing ability of unrevoked members [25] . Currently, the most efficient constructions are based on the Strong-RSA assumption introduced by Baric and Pfitzman [26] . In the last two years a number of projects have emerged that require the properties of group signatures. The first is the Trusted Computing effort that, among other things, enables a desktop PC to prove to a remote party what software it is running via a process called attestation. Group signatures are needed for privacy-preserving attestation.
Mesh Signatures.
Xavier [27] introduced the mesh signature primitive as an anonymous signature that borrows from ring signatures, but with added modularity and a much richer language for expressing signer ambiguity. The language can represent complex access structures, and in particular allows individual signature components to be replaced with modular certificate chains. As a result, withholding one's public key from view is no longer a shield against being named as a possible cosignatory; and hence, a mesh signature may be used as a ring signature substitute with compulsory enrollment. Ring signatures can thus only ever implicate individuals who, by the very act of publishing their key, are proclaiming their consent. Mesh signatures generalize this notion to monotone access structures represented as a tree, whose interior nodes are AND, OR, and Threshold gates, and whose leaves are regular "atomic" signatures. The atomic signatures may be "static" and reusable, as opposed to fresh; hence PKI certificates are eligible even if the mesh signer lacks the CA's signing key. Since furthermore the access structure is powerful enough to express disjunctions of certificate chains, we are no longer beholden to the prior publication of all the ring keys.
Identity-Based
Encryption. An Identity Base Encryption (IBE) scheme is a public-key cryptosystem where any string is a valid public key.
In particular, email addresses and dates can be public keys. The IBE email system is based on the first practical IBE. The cryptosystem has chosen cipher text security in the random oracle model assuming an elliptic curve variant of the computational DiffieHellman problem. The original motivation for identity-based encryption is to help the deployment of a public key infrastructure [28] . In 1984 Shamir asked for a public key encryption scheme in which the public key can be an arbitrary string. In such a scheme there are four algorithms: (1) setup, (2) extract (3) encrypt and (4) decrypt decrypts messages using the corresponding private key. Shamir's original motivation for identity-based encryption was to simplify certificate management in e-mail systems. Different IBE systems were presented by Boneh et al [29] ; Cocks [30] ; Canetti et al [31] ; Boneh and Boyen [32] ; Waters [33] and Gentry [34] .
Fuzzy
Identity-Based Signature. The concept of fuzzy identity based encryption (IBE) was introduced by Sahai and Waters [35] . In a nutshell a fuzzy identity based encryption allows a user with the private key for identity ID0 to decrypt a cipher text encrypted for identity ID1 if and only if ID0 andID1 are within certain distance based on some metrics. In this application, a user can issue a signature on behalf of the group that has a certain set of attributes. For instance, an IT firm might want a C# senior programmer whose age is above 50 to sign the technical report. In this scenario, it will sign to the identity {"C#", "senior programmer", "above 45"}. Any user who has an identity that contains all of these attributes could issue the signature. As a similar notion to ABS, fuzzy identity-based signature was proposed and formalized in Wang et al [36] which enables users to generate signatures with part of their attributes. But Tan et al [37] pointed out that this scheme is vulnerable to the partial key replacement attack. Moreover, in these works, authors do not consider any notion of privacy, resulting in leaking attributes used in producing signatures to the verifier.
Related Works
Traditional attribute architectures and cryptosystems are ill-equipped to provide security and authentication requirements in the face of diverse access requirements and environment [38] . Consequently, there is a great need to meet this security and authentication requirements using attribute-based signature system. The introduction of public-key cryptography by Diffie and Hellman in 1976 was an important watershed in the history of cryptography. The work sparked off interest in the cryptographic research community and soon several public-key schemes were proposed and implemented. The Rivest, Shamir and Adleman (RSA), being the first realisation of this abstract model, is the most widely used public-key scheme today [39] . Fuzzy identity based encryption (IBE) was introduced by Sahai and Waters [35] . It is an identity based encryption that allows a user with the private key for identity ID0 to decrypt a ciphertext encrypted for identity ID1; if and only if ID0 and ID1 are within a certain distance based on some metrics. Fuzzy IBS can be directly applied to identity based signature system that uses biometric identities.
An attribute-based group signatures which is a primitive hiding only the identity of the signer but reveals which attributes the signer used to satisfy the predicate was proposed by Khader [23] . It allows a group manager to identify the signer of any signature which is similar to the semantics of group signatures. In contrast, we require signer privacy to hold against everyone, including all authorities.
Maji et al, [40] presented an identity-based signature called Attribute-Based Signature (ABS). A signer posseses a set of attributes rather than a single string representing the signer's identity.
An Attribute-based cryptography is a natural solution for fine-grained access control with respect to security policies [41] . In the case of attributebased signatures (ABS), users obtain from an authority their secret keys as a function of the attributes they hold, with which they can later sign messages for any predicate satisfied by their attributes. Another related notion to ABS is fuzzy identity-based signature which was proposed and formalized in (Shanqing; and Yingpei [42] ; Yang; et al. [43] . It allows a user with identity ω to issue a signature which could be verified with identity ω' if and only if ω and ω' are within a distance judged by some metric. However, this kind of signatures does not consider the anonymity for signer.
Design
This section highlights the logic tools, algorithms and design procedure for our attribute-Based Signature system. The processes are stated as follows:
Attribute-based signature system consists of four main algorithms, namely, setup algorithm setup, key generation algorithm keyGen, signing algorithm Sign and verification algorithm Verify. Others are the encryption algorithm Enc and decryption algorithm Dec. in order to reach the goals of implementing these algorithms, several functions necessary for their constructions were created. Let A be the universe of possible attributes. A claim-predicate over A is a monotone Boolean function, whose inputs are associated with attributes A. Thus, say that an attribute set A C A satisfies a claim-predicate Y if Y (A) = 1 (where an input is set to be true if its corresponding attribute is present in (A).
SETUP: The authority obtains a key pairs (PK, SK)  Setup (), and outputs public key PK and keeps a private secret key SK.
Encryption: The Algorithm Enc (M, Y, PK) is a randomized algorithm that takes as input the message M to be encrypted, the access structure Y which needs to be satisfied and the public parameters PK to output the cipher text CT. Consequently, the encryption algorithm embeds the access policy (Y) in the Cipher text such that only those users with attributes satisfying Y will be able to decrypt and retrieve the message M. i) Rivest, Shamir, And Adleman (RSA) Encryption Technique The standard algorithm for implementing public-key cryptography can be used for both encryption, key generation and decryption called RSA algorithm is used. The basic algorithm is outlined below. Input: RSA public key (n,e), plaintext m €{0,n-1}.
Output: Cipher text c
Compute c= mod n Return ( c ) Key-Generation: A user is assigned a set of attributes A C A, the authority computes a signing key SK A  Key-Gen (MK, PK,A) and gives it to the user. The algorithm takes as input the secret key value SK, the public key PK and the attribute set A of the user, and outputs for the user a set of decryption keys SK A which confirms the users possession of the attributes in A and no other external attribute.
ii) RSAKey Generation Technique The public and matching secret key is generated as highlighted below:
 Choose two large distinct primes, p and q  Compute the product (modulus) n=p * q  Compute Euler's phi function (n)=(p-1) * (q-1)  Randomly choose an encryption key e, such that e and (n) are relatively prime. Two numbers are relatively prime when they share no factors in common other than 1.
 Finally, calculate the decryption key d, the multiplicative inverse of e mod (n) such that d= mod  (n) d= (p-1)*(q-1) d and n are relatively prime. The numbers e and n are the public keys. The number d is the secret key. iii) Decryption: The decryption algorithm Dec(CT, SK, PK) takes as input the cipher text CT, the user secret keys SK and the public parameters PK, and it output the encrypted MDec (CT, SK, PK), if and only if the attribute sets А embedded in SK satisfy the access policy Y which was used Verify:To verify a signature  on a message M with a claim -predicate Y, a user runs verify (PK, M, Y, ) which outputs a Boolean value, accept if Y (A) = 1, where A is the subset of attributes the signer embedded in  that satisfies the predicate, else it outputs reject. The minimal correctness property of attribute-based signature system is that honestlygenerated signatures pass the verifications check.
Computing Digital Signature
The RSA digital signature private keys are used to sign, and the corresponding public keys are used to verify. RSA is reversible, since (Md)e = (Me)d = Med (mod n); one can raise to the public exponent (e) first, and raise to the private exponent (d) second, or vice versa, and either way obtain the original message back. It is claimed that the security of RSA is equally good both ways. When using RSA for digital signatures, signing of a message M, in principle, is just transforming the message M with the signer's private RSA key. This signature is appended to the message itself, like any authentication tag. Verification of the signature is done by applying the reverse transform to the signature with Alice's public key, and checking that the result is equal to the received message. The signed message can be passed around, and the signature can be re-verified as needed by anyone possessing Alice's public key. For various technical reasons, this simple scheme is modified in practice. iii) Unforge-ability: An ABS scheme is unforgeable if the success probability of any polynomial -time adversary in the following design is negligible.
B. Attribute-Based Signature System Design
We present a construction of an ABS scheme using Cryptographic tools recently developed in the context of attribute-based encryption. Preliminaries i) Groups with Bilinear Pairings Let G,H, G T , be cyclic (Multiplicative) groups of order P, where P is a prime. Let g be a generator of G, and h be a generator of H. then e:G x HG T is bilinear pairing if e(g, h) is a generator of G T , and e(g a , h b ) = e (g,h) ab for all a,b.
ii) Monotone Span Programs The essence of the monotone span program is to take care of the constant signature size in our scheme by using only AND threshold gate. Let Y be a monotone Boolean function. A monotone span program for Y over a field F is an ℓ x t matrix M with entries in F, along with a labeling function υ that associates each row of M with input variable of Y.
We call ℓ the length and t the width of the span program. Every monotone Boolean function can be represented by some monotone span program. The size of the signature in our scheme depends on the dimensions of claim -predicate's monotone span program. As an example, a monotone span program for the predicate given involving five (5) attributes with three (3) AND gates (which are binary threshold gates with thresholds 3) is given by: M has four (4) rows, labeled by the four (4) attributes and three (3) columns corresponding to the three thresholds AND gates. C Hardness Assumptions: Bilinear DiffieHellman Exponent Assumption Let e: G*G GT be an efficiently computable bilinear map, where G has prime order p with generator g. Let a, s € Zp be chosen at random. Let g i denote g a .
The q-Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent(q-BDHE) assumption holds in G if, given the following vector of 2q + 1 elements, y = (g, g1,…, g q , g q+2 ,…, g 2q , g s ) (note that the g q +1 is not in the list); it is infeasible for a polynomial time adversary to compute e (g, g) aq+1s .
Simulation
TheAttribute-Based Signature scheme consists of four algorithms, namely, setup algorithm Setup, private key generation algorithm Key-Gen , signing algorithm Sign, and verification algorithm Verify. We construct our proposed system based on our case study (Computer science Department of FUTA). The access policy is represented as a tree structure as in Figure 4 . The access control policy above is a policy that defines the kind of users who have permissions to encrypt or decrypt a message in our proposed Attribute-Based Signature system. User's access to information or resources depends on the combinations of these attributes. i) Set Up: the setup algorithm chooses bilinear group triple (G 1 , G 2 ,G T ) of prime order p and e as a bilinear map, e:G GG. The algorithm also picks generators g of G 1 and h of G 2 . Then it chooses three (3) random exponents , , in Z* P. it then sets u=g ii) Generating the Keys Key-Gen (PK, A, SK) We generate the keys for the person with attributes A ={CSC DEPT,PROF, M.TECH, TA-CSC410}. Here, A P, the central authority picks an r € Z* P at random and computes the secret key for the user as follows:
For every non-leaf node x of the access policy Y, we choose a polynomial q x . We proceed in a top down manner in selecting the polynomials, starting from the root R. For a node x we set the degree of the node d x = k x -1, one less than the threshold value that needs to be satisfied at the gate at that node.Now, beginning at the root, we choose a random s € R Z* P and set q r (0) = s.
Then choose d r other points of the polynomial q r to define it completely. For all other non-leaf nodes x, we set q x (0) = q parent(x) (index(x)) and choose d x other points to completely define q x . The cipher text is given by: CT = {M.e(g, h) A. Probabilistic Verification of a Message To probabilistically verify a signature, proceed as in the normal verification algorithm, but replace the final t checks with the following random one. Choose random r 1 … r t Z* P, and check the single constraint:
This is essentially a random linear combination of that original constraint. Legitimate signatures pass such a check with probability 1, while invalid signatures pass with probability at most 1/k. The simulation of the algorithm was carried out using C# programming language on the .NET platform running on a 2GB RAM, 32-bit Dou Core windows 7 Operating System. The result is an Attribute-Based System as shown in Figure 6 .
Attribute-based signatures allow users possessing a set of attributes to sign documents; although the attributes of the signer can be verified, signers can still continue to retain a reasonable degree of anonymity. Here we present the various steps involved in attribute-based signature system using the RSA public-key cryptographic technique. From the block diagram above in Figure 5 , each person gets a pair of keys, called the public key and the secret key. The public key is published and widely distributed, while the secret key is never revealed. The need for exchanging secret keys is eliminated as all communications only involve public keys. No secret key is ever transmitted or shared.
Thus, when user Alice wishes to send an encrypted message to Bob, she looks up Bob's public and her secrete key in the key generator, uses it to encrypt the message, and sends it off to Bob. Bob then uses his secret key (SK) to decrypt and verify the received message. In this scheme, the true identity of the sender is not revealed. Rather, only her attributes which satisfy the access policy are being revealed. There is also a guarantee of unforgeability and collusion-resistance in our proposed system. Anyone who has access to Bob's public key can send him an encrypted message, but no one else apart from Bob can decrypt it.
Comparative Analysis and Implementation
In this work, a secured ABS scheme based on standard model on decisional parallel bilinear DiffieHellman exponent assumptions is proposed. The scheme proposed is more practical than the generic group model of Maji et al. [40] . Maji et al. [44] .and Okamoto and Takashima [45] outlined that the future work of ABS; theoretically, based on the ABS security of standard hardness assumption, the efficiency for the most part even though it is still preserved.
The proposed ABS scheme is efficient and practical. Our scheme was compared with the existing ABS schemes in the standard model which are the works Maji et al. [44] ., Okamoto and Takashima's [45] , and Escala et al. [46] , as well as the ABS scheme in the generic group model of Maji et al. [40] . All of these schemes were implemented over a pairing group and the size of a group element is about the size of Z*p.
Our Comparison further revealed that our proposed attribute-based signature system offers considerable bandwidth savings by using constant signature size. In our proposed system, Constant signature size was achieve by using only the AND threshold gate, fixed Secret Key length and constant size cipher text. Other schemes on the other hand, scales poorly in terms of bandwidth savings since such schemes were constructed based on both AND and OR threshold gates, variable Secret Key and cipher text length. In Table 1 we summarize the comparison.
In Table l and r represent the size of the underlying access structure matrix M for a predicate, that is, M ∈Z l×r . We also give comparison of one example, the predicate with 4 AND and 5 OR gates as well as 10 variables which is expressed by a 10 × 5 matrix, λ is the security parameter (e.g. 128). As the above comparison, our design is the most efficient ABS scheme especially in terms of signature size and model in the standard model compared with Maji et al. [44] , Okamoto and Takashima [45] , Escala et al. [46] constructions.
Screen shots of Interfaces showing some selected outputs.
Here, the user is given the choice to select an access policy or signature attributes, generate keys and finally encrypt the plaintext using the "ENCRYPT" icon. The user, having supplied the right secret key is now given the option to decrypt the cipher text by just clicking the "DECYPT" icon above. At this interface, the user is given the authority to read his decrypted message and to view the signature attributes (CSC DEPT, PROF, TA-CSC410 and M.TECH) of the signer. The true identity of signer is not revealed (that is, anonymity/privacy is ensured). Unforge-ability and collusion-resistance is also guaranteed.
Conclusion
We have presented an efficient and fully secure attribute-based signature system that is expressive and provably secure under decisional q-parallel BDHE assumption in the standard model. The security definitions and models were also suggested and formalized. Unforge-ability and anonymity are defined for the Attribute-based signature. More specially, unforge-ability requires that any user without certain attributes cannot generate signature with attributes that he does not have. Anonymity allows the signer to generate a signature with part of his attributes while being anonymous among all the users with the same attributes purported in the signature. Our method of embedding a monotone span program into the public parameters allowed us to create clean, modular proof of security.
In real life, one requires signatures from people who satisfy certain criteria like that they should possess some specific attributes. In order to satisfy this kind of need, an efficient attribute-based signature scheme is proposed, where the signing member has to have certain attributes. Attributebased signature system has a lot of applications in real scenarios requiring both authentication and privacy properties, such as anonymous authentication and attribute-based messaging system. In this research work, we present an efficient Attribute-Based Scheme that controls the access of score sheet in computer science department of Federal University of Technology Akure which supports threshold predicates based on RSA algorithm. The proposed Attribute-Based Scheme has proven to be existentially unforgeable in the standard model for the selective adversary and can achieve complete privacy with collusion-resistance when compared with some existing works. Our construction provides better efficiency in terms of computational cost and signature size.
